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�� Competitive prices                
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�� Efficient mail order anywhere      
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• Fast Delivery
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Thanks to everyone for your photos & stories.
Please keep them coming! They will be used 
in a future issue.

Until next issue, see you on the road...

10 years to the day
   Almost 10 years to the day after buying my first Spitfire, I bought 
another red vehicle with a convertible top. This one wasn’t Brit-
ish-made, it was Canadian-made. It is a Chevy/Geo Tracker 4WD 
that I plan to use as my daily driver, especially in the cold/wet 
months when the Spitfire is resting in the garage.
   I did a lot of online searching to find this vehicle. I wanted 
something small but 4WD as my day job drive is about 20 miles 
one way through the country. During the winter the drive can get 
tough if much snow falls, and this year we seemed to get a fair 
amount. I narrowed my search to Ford Bronco’s, Land Rovers, 
and Geo Trackers/Suzuki Sidekicks. I thought having a Land Rov-
er would be cool, being another British based vehicle, and after 
reading about the nice restoration in the “In the Other Stall” from 

issue #32. Early searches returned few LR candidates and what was out there were too pricey. The race was down to 
a Bronco or a Tracker, as both could be found in my price range. Most Broncos I found were equipped with either a V6 
or V8, and I wanted to find a 4 cylinder engine.
   After missing one deal on a Tracker in Indianapolis that was sold just before I arrived, I found another located in In-
dianapolis and went for a test drive. This Tracker seemed to run well, mileage was decent for its age and the body was 
in good shape. I checked it over pretty good looking for any obvious signs of impending doom. It looked OK with no 
visible faults. There was some haggling with the seller on the price and we came to a fair agreement. 
   On the 75 mile drive home I lost the alternator belt and had to do a roadside replacement. Not uncommon for a used 
vehicle. A week later I lost another belt on the way to work. This time I was three miles from home and got back home 
before it heated up. That night while trying to put another new belt on I discovered the cause. The crankshaft pulley 
(harmonic balancer) was coming apart into two pieces. Not something you would expect. No reasonably priced used 
part could be located, so I ordered a new one and waited a week for it to arrive. I also ordered a timing belt & tensioner 
since the separating pulley had rubbed against the timing belt. Once all the new parts had arrived it took about five 
hours to replace the timing belt, tensioner, and two auxiliary belts, and all the pieces that I had to remove to get to the 
timing belt. 
    You say, yeah, so what??? Well, I never really considered myself a gearhead, but after working on my Spitfire for 
10 years I guess I have learned and retained some mechanical skills that will transfer to other vehicles. Ten years ago 
I would have never attempted replacing a timing belt on my own, and actually had paid several hundred to have one 
done about 12 years ago.
   I attribute my increased mechanical abilities to owning a Spitfire for 10 years and having the courage to work on it 
when things failed. I have followed instructions that other owners had sent in as how-to articles to this magazine, and 
by hanging out with other Triumph owners at various car events. Little did I know that my Spitfire had been teaching me 
valuable skills as I was having fun with it.
   Has your Spitfire taught you anything about mechanics? Have your skills sharpened over the years partly due to a 
love of these little British sports cars? If so, why not tell us about some of your fixes and repairs, whether they were 
roadside, or back home in your garage? And while you are at it, why not share a photo or two of your Spit or GT6 at 
home in its garage. (See page 16).
   If you would like to stay current with the magazine’s 
functions, you can follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
Just search for Spitfire & GT6 magazine and join us.

FROM THE EDITOR

howard@triumphspitfire.com

My 76 Spitfire & 97 Tracker, both red convertibles!

Enjoying a Seventy degree day at Sonic
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 ON THE COVER 

The cover features Mark Craig 
and Greg Kimbrough on the grid 
for the final race at Road Atlanta 

VDCA 2010.
Read the complete story 

starting on page 24.

Cover photo by 
Bob Spruck



LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Spitfire & GT6 Magazine...

HEALING & JOKES 
Dear Editor,
 Thanks for #33. I hope 
the op. on your heel 
was successful and 
that you have heard 
the last of the Little 
Jokes about lead prostheses.   
Not to insinuate that your bone spur 
was trivial, but it’s amazing how an-
noying minor injuries can be. I suf-
fered a slight cut on my right thumb, 
just to the left-hand side of the nail.   
Oh, there, there, diddums you may 
say, but what do you use to whack 
the spacebar on your keyboard?
It’s thirty years since Triumph pulled 
the plug, and it’s rare to see a 
Spitfire on the road, but I remember 
it (her?) as the only car I have ever 
liked driving.
 My greetings to your good lady.....
.....and, no joking, my best wishes 
to the other good lady, your wife, 
for the resolution of her medical 
problems.
 24 ft. turning circle and zip under 
most toll barriers....
Peter Bradshaw
California
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Ted,
   It is good to hear that even though 
you encountered problems, both 
vendors stepped up and backed their 
work and products. Your letter helps 
others to know where to look when 
needing similar assistance.
Howard~

TR7 GEARBOX
Dear Editor,
   How hard is it (or even pos-
sible) to fit a TR7 5-speed gear-

box to a 1979 1500 Spitfire?
Your advice would be gratefully 

accepted.
Cheers,

Peter Barnes-Smith
Las Cruces, New Mexico

   Peter, thanks for writing.
   The operation went well but I found 
myself in a wheelchair for 6 weeks 
while the tendon healed. 
   I did hear a few jokes and was 
called "Ironside" more than once at 
work. I did gain a different outlook on 
wheelchair bound people. Obstacles 
we take for granted can cause big 
problems when you are in a chair. 
   My wife has healed well from heart 
bypass surgery and she got quite a 
workout helping me while I was recov-
ering. I am so grateful for her help.
   My Spitfire sat idle this winter until 

an early March 
day when 
temps reached 
70F. We fired it 
up and headed 
out with an 
MGB to Sonic 
for an open 
topped dinner!
Howard~

FOREVER

USPS

Peter,
   You have asked something I cannot an-
swer. I do not believe it is possible without 
some major rework, but I will defer this to 
our readers to see if someone more knowl-
edgable can answer your question.
   Thanks for your e-mail. Howard~

OD TRANSMISSION REBUILD
Dear Editor,
   I would like to tell your readers about a 
positive experience with a part supplier. 
Although it sounds like a nightmare it 
turned out well.  I am writing this to tell your 
readers a story about what can go wrong 
with an upgrade or replacement part. I feel 
we need to remember that some of these 
assemblies are 30+ years old. 
   I like to drive my 1973 MK IV/1500 Spit-
fire to the several car shows I attend each 
year. Some of them are 100+ miles from 
my home. So I decided a couple of years 
ago that I needed an OD transmission. I 
am not a purest but I did want a Triumph 
transmission. I looked around and saw 
a few, but decided on one from a guy in 
Maryland. I had it shipped directly to John 
Esposito at Quantum Mechanics in Milford, 
CT. John rebuilt the 3 rail transmission and 
the J type Laycock OD unit. I installed the 
new transmission in the winter of ’06 – ’07. 
I test drove it and all was fine. The first big 
test was to the Central Spit-Together in 
Louisville, KY, about 100 miles from home. 
It worked fine on the highway, but began 
popping out of reverse. When I got home 
I pulled it out and replaced it with the old 
4 speed. I shipped it back to John and he 
repaired the problem. Due to some health 
problems and lack of motivation I didn’t get 
a chance to put the OD transmission back 
into the car until this fall. After installing it 
and made a test drive. It appeared to be 
working fine, so we put the interior back 
together. On the next test drive, I had no 
reverse. OH Crap! 

I called John, and 
explained what 
it was doing and 

asked if he could ship me 
an entire replacement unit. He did. It 
was installed and has been working 
fine. I guess that the main object of 
this story is to say that most of the 
British car parts suppliers we deal 
with are honest and work hard to 
satisfy their customers. I had a simi-
lar situation with a differential a few 
years ago. The supplier, BPNW went 
out of his way to make it right. 
Ted Bush, Kentucky

"Ironside"

MAGIC BUTTONS
Dear Editor,
 In issue #33 spit tech magic but-
tons, the author of the story didn't 
give exact information on how or 
who to contact to get these teflon 
buttons? My question is how do I 
get these teflon buttons?
Tim Gross,
Indiana

~   ~   ~
Dear Editor,
Can you place me in contact with 
Mike Paserchia in New Jersey. I 
should like to discuss the teflon but-
tons he installed in a Spitfire spring 
and a idea I have to modify them, 
which might help to level balance 
the car.
Thank you,
 Karl J. Schmitt, 
St. Louis, Missouri
Tom & Karl,
   You can try going to ebay and type 
“Triumph Spitfire Leaf Spring Buttons”.
   Also, Mike Paserchia gave permission 
to share his email address for those 
looking for information on the buttons.
You can reach Mike at: 
michael.paserchia@infoprint.com
Howard~
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This section is designed to inform readers of news, announcements and new products involved in our hobby. 
Send announcements to: P.O. Box 30806, Knoxville, TN 37930 or info@triumphspitfire.com

T h e y ' r e  B a c k ! ! !
 T h e  N E W  2 0 1 0  M G 6

I took these pics a few hours ago at the Wuhan, China airport.  This car is to be re-unveiled at the 
2010 World Expo in Shanghai this Spring.                                           ~Mark Weisheit ‘75 Spitfire

From Wikipedia: The MG6 hatchback will be the first all-new MG model to go on sale in the UK 
since the 2001 MG ZS and ZT, according to sources at Chinese car maker SAIC, which owns the 
MG Roewe and Ssangyong brands. Both the hatchback MG6 and its saloon sister car (which is 
currently being sold in China under the Roewe 550 badge) will be launched in the UK and Ireland. 
Both versions will use the MG badge say sources, and the most popular engine is expected to be 
the N-series 1.8-litre turbocharged engine, an updated version of Rover’s K-series engine. The 
cars are expected in the showrooms by early 2011.



Got something Weird, Wacky or Wonderful?
Send it to info@triumphspitfire.com or P.O. Box 30806,  Knoxville, TN 37930
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Spitfire Air Rifle
Outwardly resembling a standard break-barrel airgun, the BSA 
Spitfire is a pre-charged pneumatic air rifle that combines a 
smooth recoilless action and superb accuracy.
It has an easy-to-use break-barrel cocking system and contains 
its own air reservoir in the body of the cylinder, which is re-filled in 
seconds using an air tank or hand pump. The Spitfire is specified 
with a high capacity High Fill (HF) system.
Both the standard rifle barrel or shorter length carbine models are 
available with either .177, .22 or .25 calibre options.

www.bsaguns.co.uk

Spitfire Ammo
SMK Spitfire Pointed Head air pellets • Caliber: .177 (4.5mm) • Quantity: 500 (approx) 
• Superb aerodynamic pointed pellets giving greatly improved velocity and penetration 
                       www.airpistol.co.uk/smk_spitfire_pointed_head_air_pellets_177.html

Spitfire Paintball Pistol The Spitfire is one of our more 
authentic models. Inspired by the Uzi 
machine pistol, it is compact, it is great for 
outdoor real live combat gaming. It is great for 

re-enactments. Many paintball field owners and 
theme park managers have chosen the Spitfire model 
because it is compact and robust.
This year’s new model comes with a 40mm lens (the same as 
the Scorpion) for improved range. It has a metal construction. More it has a full trigger 
mechanism.  It also comes standard with a Red Dot scope. This Battlefield LIVE™ 
gun can really create a “wow!” effect with your customers. Standard issue color: black.

http://www.battlefieldsports.com/machinepistol.htm

In the book, A Brief His-
tory of Nichols Indus-
tries, Inc. AND ITS TOY 
GUNS, it indicates that 
the Spitfire (on the box, 
or Spit-Fire, as it says on 
the gun itself) was the 
first rifle produced by 
Nichols Industries. Ac-
tually it was produced 
in 1958. A (sort of) replica of 
the Winchester 30-30, The Gun That Won The West.
The Spit-Fire Cap Cartridge Loading Hip Gun With Clip. The complete set is just 
a little more rare. The little clip goes over your belt. Both the gun and the bullets 
(obviously) are for right-handed people and are angled so that you can draw them 
more quickly. This is a single shot,and uses Stallion Round Caps.                        
                                                                  www.nicholscapguns.com/spitfire.htm

Spitfire Cap Gun

Recently offered on Gunbroker.com. Spitfire .45acp SMG. Uses grease gun 
magazines that are easy to find. Comes complete with one 30 high capacity 
magazine. This particular model has both a walnut verticle fore grip and butt 
stock. It is the short barrel version and has two triggers. The front trigger is 
for full auto only and the rear trigger is for semi auto only. Fully transferable to 
individuals where permitted. It will transfer to your FFL/SOT on a no tax ATF 
Form 3. This machine gun is often referred to as the poor mans Thompson 
because of the similar look. This machine gun did not sell as the reserve price 
of $4,750.00 was not reached.

http://www.gunbroker.com/Auction/ViewItem.aspx?Item=151482571

Spitfire Machine Gun



Last issue and on TriumphSpitfire.com, we asked readers to send us suggestions 
for a caption for the photo to the left. Listed below are some of the responses.  

Send your caption suggestions 
to  info@triumphspitfire.com 

or  
P.O. Box 30806, 

Knoxville, TN 37930-0806

LITTLE BITS OF SPITS

M A G A Z I N Ea r e  a v a i l a b l e

www.MagazineMuseum.com

each

only 
$495

back issues

#1 #4 #7 #8 #11

the captions

All Issues Available on CD or as downloads online.
Find details on our website or call 800-487-3333

#12 #13 #14 #15 #17 #18 #19 #20 #22 #24 

This photo was sent in by Ted Schumacher. He was using a 
parts car with copper pipe antlers. Ted trimmed the car & 

antlers with electric lights for the Christmas holidays.

SAVE ME!
Free to good home!!!!
Where is Santa
Santa’s Dream sleigh
Santa’s backup Sleigh
HO! HO! NO! Santa, what did you do to my car?
Honest Santa, Rudolph ask me to guide you tonight
Hey Santa, can you drop me off at the Island of Misfit Toys?
Rudolph Ain’t Runnin’
OK, where are the reindeer?
Rudolph the Red Nose....uhh...Spitfire
Rudolph’s Red colored Spitfire, the newest of Santa’s team
Dear Santa, I’ve been very good, I have a small list.
All I want for Christmas are my two headlights, two headlights...
All I want for Christmas are two headlamps, a front valance, an engine, an 

interior, this wreath removed and, oh yes, a new cap for my new friend, 
hydrant.......

I Dream of a Better Day
I’m so hot, I have my own hydrant
I did spit fire, and look where it got me
Antlers--fire hydrant--I think I’m going to have a identity crisis!!!!
The Christmas spirit is in the heart, not the eyes
Who needs enemies when you’ve got mates....
Well at least she still runs!!!
Dependable Spitty  --   no British wiring
So that’s what it means “ran when parked”
It will soon look better it only needs a polish
I’ll never stop on the Bronx express way for directions again
Neglected British cars often grow mold in the interior but this one shows 

the rare Reindeer moss.
They dressed the dog in the same outfit and he peed on the carpet, just 

wait till they see what I’m gonna do!!
After another disappointing loss in the Christmas display contest, Warren 

realized he would need lights to win.
Poor Bob Cratchet. He has to park his Spit outside at work while his boss 

Ebineezer gets to keep his TR3 inside.
Hey..its Christmas.. how did I know there is a hydrant there, give a guy a 

break..my eyes have been plucked out

And FINALLY...

In England, if you are good you get a Spitfire project car. If you are 
bad, a lump of coal. If you are terrible, an MG.

Next issue...

#25 #26 

You write the 

caption

This photo was sent in by Andy Shoemaker

#27 #28 #29 #30 #31 #32 #33
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GT6 on TV
I was watching a TV show on Nickelodeon called iCarly with my kids. In the 
episode they were trying to give away a new car on their show. After the 
contest the deal fell through, so they got a GT6 (in rough shape) to give to the 
winner. Here’s the link http://icarlyworld.com/2009/01/12/igive-away-a-car/
The GT6 is about 18-20 minutes in.

~Travis Filing, Nebraska

About the Show

Carly Shay led a pretty normal life...until she and her friends started 
their own web show. When “iCarly” becomes an instant hit, Carly and 
her pals have to balance their newfound success with the problems 
of everyday life. With her parents overseas, Carly relies on the help 
of her best friend/co-star, Sam, her longtime pal/technical producer, 
Freddie, and her eccentric older brother/guardian, Spencer, to keep it 
all together. Sam and Freddie’s constant bickering and Spencer’s odd 
habits make for a lot of good material...but is it enough to fill a new 
show every week?

~Nickelodeon

Spitfire Generator

Spitfire 1500 Plasma Cutter

Spitfire Kayak
Harrington Spitfire 200 Welder Generator

200 Amp AC or DC Petrol 
Welders. New heavy duty 
two wheel trolley with solid 
axles and wheels. Deep 
multi segment tool tray. 
Honda overhead valve en-
gines with oil alert. Electric 
start option. 

Price
£1,194.00 (exVAT)
Carriage - Free

www.migtigarc.co.uk/Generators/generators.html

The Spitfire 
kayak is a great 
beach toy and day-tripping boat for everyone from 
beginners to experts. There’s a tank well in the 
back to keep extra cargo protected, and bungees to 
secure gear if strong winds kick up. The folding seat 
back and stackability of the boat make storage easy. 
Size: 8’ Length 30” Width 38lbs
Price: $299.99

www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_noss?url=search-
alias%3Dsporting&field-keywords=Spitfire+Kayak&x=13&y=14

The Spitfire profile cutting machine is designed specifically for 
high precision plasma cutting. To achieve this the Spitfire uses 
the latest technology in design and control utilising a Burny CNC 
system.

The integral machine bed and carriage is manufactured from a 
mild steel box section design. It is equipped with precision linear 
bearings, planetary gearboxes and servo motors to accurately 
position the cutting torch.

The operator panel offers easy operation, speed control, plasma 
control, initial height control and arc voltage height control for 
both manual and automatic cutting.

The Spitfire is ideal for applications where space limitations may 
be an issue dictating the machine configuration.

Kerf Developments Limited
Greenvale Business Park

Todmorden Rd
Littleborough, Lancashire, UK

www.kerfdevelopments.com/plasma_cutting.htm
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shipping
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bundle!

20 Printed Back Issues Available 
in one bundled shipment. Get 
all the issues you've misplaced 
for your collection of all things 
Triumph. Find details on our 
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BS Levy's The 200MPH STEAMROLLER

will be released 
this summer.

 The 5th (and possibly last) novel in author/
racer ‘BS’ Levy’s The Last Open Road series

Get further details at 
www.lastopenroad.com

email: thinkfast@mindspring.com   phone (708) 383-7203

#30

Now in the 

7th printing!
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◄GT6 Mk2
Owned by Philip Atack 
for 40 years.

Happy 
Birthday 
Philip!

from your son, Peter 

READERS RIDES

   To have your car featured in the next issue and on     
            the TriumphSpitfire.com website, e-mail us at 

info@triumphspitfire.com
or mail to:

P.O. Box 30806, Knoxville, TN 37930 USA

1970 Spitfire Mk3▲►
Owned by 
Lars Vorre

Højbjerg,
 Denmark

▲1968 Spitfire Mk3, 26-Wedgewood Blue
    Owned by Andreas Hunger, Kiel, Germany

▲1970 Spitfire Mk3 
Owned by James Thobe, Colorado Springs, Colorado

1963 Spitfire4  FC4604L Signal Red 
▼Owned by Roberto Arioti, Floridia, Italy
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1970 GT6+▲►
Owned by Michael Smith,

Elkton, Maryland

READERS RIDES

▲1966 GT-6 EP ▲
Owned by Kevin Lynch, 

Lakewood, Colorado

◄1964 Spitfire4 
(Signal Red) 
Owned by Bill Killion, 
Elko, Nevada

▲1966 Spitfire Mk2 Owned by Kirk Lockwood, Franklin, New York▲
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◄▲►1975 Spitfire 1500 TC (White)
Owned by Robert Donkers

Twello, Netherlands

▼1979 Spitfire 1500 "Emma"
Owned by Linda Featherston, 
Madison Heights, Michigan

▼1964 Spitfire4 Custom, Rover 3528cc V8 w/5 Speed transmission
Owned by Dennis Nickerson, Los Angeles, California

▲1978 Spitfire 1500 Inca Yellow
Owned by Patrick Keily, (original owner)
Mequon, Wisconsin

▼1979 Spitfire 1500 “Electric blue pearl”
Owned by Doug Burton, 
Franklin, North Carolina
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VINTAGE ADVERTISEMENT
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UPCOMING FEATURE

   OK, we know many of you have that special place for 
storing and working on your Triumphs. How about shar-
ing that special place with us? Do you have a pristine palace 
or a cluttered castle? Either way, we want to see them. Are 
your tools hanging neatly on the wall, arranged by size in 
the toolbox, or are they in a pile on the floor where your last 
repair finished? Is your garage equipped with a fridge, TV, 
sound system, heat/AC, restroom, 4 walls, a roof? We will 

What’s in your ... GARAGE?
run photos and stories that you submit about your garage 
(lean-to, tent, shed, barn, igloo, etc.) in the next few issues.
   Then the editorial staff will pick one from the best looking, 
and one from the most cluttered to each win a prize pack 
consisting of a free year subscription (4 issues) and a maga-
zine t-shirt. Send in your photos and short story ASAP and 
be the first to share your pristine palace or a cluttered castle 
with your fellow readers! %
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BEFORE & AFTERLong Term Project-Part Two
by Dennis Fitzpatrick, Franklin Massachusetts

   When I connect with old friends I haven’t spoken with in awhile, 
the conversation usually starts something like “How’s the family?  
How’s work?  How’s the Spitfi re coming along?”  Th e sad part is 
that’s how our conversations have been starting for the past ten 
years.  
   In the spring of 2000, my neighbor asked me if I would be inter-
ested in her old ’77 Spitfi re, as they were moving out of state and 
could no longer care for the little beast.  It had been in her family 
for quite a few years but had slowly deteriorated to the point its 
only purpose was to serve as a lawn ornament.  Being a gear-head 
with a love for Triumphs, I was happy to buy it from her.  Th e 
problem was that my wife and I just learned that we were expect-
ing our fi rst child and I really didn’t have time for another project.
   Within hours of taking ownership, I couldn’t help myself and 
started to tinker.  Th e car hadn’t run in roughly two years and 
after about an hour, it was going again.  Next was the test drive.  A 
quick spin around the block showed that I had a lot of work to do.  
Th e suspension was shot, the electrical was very fl akey and worst of 
all, the diff erential was completely shot.  Th ere was only one thing 
to do.  Rebuild it!
   Now it just so happened that our nice, new garage/shop had just 
been completed a few months prior and it had been built with 
plenty of extra space for a “project car”.  Over the next few weeks 
the car was disassembled and the assessment was done to see what 
I was in for.

• Body – rusted, dented
• Frame – solid with a few rust holes
• Suspension – sagging and soft
• Drive train – lose
• Brakes – frozen
• Engine – barely breathing

   Most people would call the nearest junk yard and have the car 
towed away.  I viewed this as the perfect opportunity to do every-
thing that I wanted to do to my last Spitfi re.  Because of the time 
and fi nancial investment that lay ahead of me, I made the commit-
ment to only work on the car when time and funds were available.  
   High insight, dragging the project out may not have been such 
a good thing.  Th e more time passed, the more my “vision” of the 
fi nal product changed and the higher my expectations became.  It 
went to from restoration to wild modifi cation back to somewhere 
in the middle.  I wanted a real eye catcher with the old British 
charm and a fairly high level of reliability and performance (at least 
for a Spitfi re).  Basically, I wanted a modern Spitfi re.
   Over then next ten years, I stripped the little car down to its 
last little component.  Everything has been stripped and recoated, 
re-greased or replaced.  Every bearing, bushing and bolt has been 
upgraded.  Every scratch, dent and hole has been repaired.  I’m 
trying very hard at this point to not just slap the rest of the parts 
together just so I can drive it.
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   I’ve had my periods where I’ve become disenchanted with the 
project and threatened to sell it to someone with more time.  But 
when I go out in the garage and peel off the dust cover, the car 
just sings “Drive Me!”  I can’t let someone else have the honors of 
taking it out for its maiden voyage.  
   As it sits today, the chassis, engine, drive train, suspension and 
body are mostly done.  The engine sounds great with the new 
Weber DGV, aluminum flywheel and Monza exhaust.  The body 
looks wild with its pearl merlot paint and airbrushed “spit’n fire” 
accents.  Just needs final wet sanding, buffing and polish.  The 
period correct, vintage BWA Sport Star rims make the car look 
wide and mean.  Almost all of the remaining new gaskets and 
parts are just sitting there in boxes waiting to be put on.  My vi-
sion is definitely getting closer to becoming a reality.

   All that remains for work is to hook up the hydraulics, install 
the wiring, attach the body trim and rebuild the interior.  BTW- 
Can anyone tell me why seat foam is so expensive for a Spitfire 
compared to other cars?  How is it that my friend can replace 
all of the seat cushions and covers in his vw bug for only a little 
more than what it costs just for the foam to do two Spitfire seats?  
Anyway, I’d bet if I focused on it, the car could be done in a 
couple of weeks.
   At this rate, our running joke may come true.  My now nine 
year old daughter will probably be getting her license just about 
the time I finish the car.  I hope the final episode to this story 
comes sooner than that.  %
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Chattanooga Spitfire
by Shane Hunt, Chattanooga, Tennessee
   I am the owner of a 1974 Triumph Spitfire. I am in process 
of upgrading my Spitfires carbs. Like a few others I have 
gone with PRI’s  four Keihin Carb set up and had it finally 
cranked up and running this weekend. It needs a few minor 
adjustments, but should be on the road in a week or so tops.
   Thanks for the support and info on your site it helped me 

make the final decision as to which set up to go with and I’m 
so excited about getting it back out on the road and enjoying 
a more reliable set up than the original SU’s could have even 
had.
   I also upgraded to the J-type overdrive transmission a year 
or so back and almost finished with refurbishing the original 
hard top. Getting ready for Springtime and open Roads in 
the Tennessee Mountains.  

AWESOME, DRIVABLE  ROADS HERE. %
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How It All Began
by Eric, Holland, www.triumphspitfire.nl
   I’d been 
dreaming 
of classic 
open British 
sports cars 
ever since 
I was in 
secondary 
school. In 
the late seventies, there was a British Leyland dealership quite 
near to our school. We used to go there on our bicycles and 
gaze at the Spitfire 1500's in the showroom.
   When I went to university, a friend of a friend had a white 
Triumph Spitfire Mk III, which was quite something for a stu-
dent to have in those days. Then, when I had my first job, one 
of my colleagues had a similar Spitfire, in true British Racing 
Green, with overdrive. I kept dreaming.
   In the spring of 1995, I casually strolled into my local 
Daihatsu dealership to enquire about a towbar for my daily 
Daihatsu Charade. I didn’t like the dealer’s tale, especially the 
part beginning with “the price is...”. As I quickly lost interest in 
the towbar, I glanced across the showroom. My eye was caught 
by what looked like a 1976 Triumph Spitfire. I checked it out.
   It seemed like one of the previous owners of this particular 
specimen had been quite good to it, adding some welcome im-
provements, like halogen headlights, an oil pressure gauge and a 
stainless steel exhaust. The last owners had just run it, ignorant 
of its needs. Thus the left rear axle bearing needed replacing and 
the carbs were badly out of sync. Even though it was threaten-
ing to be a splendid summer, the dealer was desperate enough 
to fix the carbs, freely replace the noisy rear axle (expensive 
job), knock something off the price and offer 90 days warranty 
on the car. This was too good to refuse. I bought it.
   So there you have it. I bought a 19 year old Triumph Spitfire, 
because the towbar I wanted was too expensive. 

Why I have no regrets
   You only live once and life is short. In that short time, you 
have to make the most of it and so there are many dreams to 
be fulfilled. Boyhood dreams are the best and with buying the 
Spitfire, I fulfilled a classic boyhood dream.
   And there’s more. Nothing compares with the feeling you 
get when driving this car on a warm summer day. The feeling 
of having fulfilled your boyhood dream, being able to afford 
it, being able to enjoy it. It’s my summer car, it’s paid for and 
I maintain it all by myself. Such a rich feeling, you know, even 
though it’s an old, noisy, tinny little car that rattles a lot. It’s got 
character.
   Talk to any owner of an Old British Convertible and he or 
she will tell you more or less the same. We relate to each other 
- that’s why (Miata/MX5 owners take note!) drivers of open 
topped British sports cars always greet each other. Knowing 
you’re a member of the club is another reason why it feels so 
good driving a car like this. 

Pros and cons
   So what are the advantages of a Triumph Spitfire?
    • Not over-exposed and ‘trendy’ like MG’s, so still relatively 
cheap to buy
    • Small, light and nimble
    • Cheap to run
    • Simple to maintain
    • The whole front of the car opens up, so it’s the easiest 
engine in the world to get at
    • Easy to restore, should the need arise
    • Pretty reliable (really!)
    • Reasonably practical for a sportscar
    • Can be equipped with overdrive
    • Pretty modern for its day, with front disc brakes and 
all-independent suspension
    • Looks great 

   There are some minor disadvantages, too...

    • Designed and built in an age when cars needed more 
regular attention to stay alive
    • Really needs a garage as it quickly deteriorates if kept 
outside
    • Not something to drive in Central European winters
    • Keeps marking its territory...  %



inal Triumph (Britsh Leyland) radio. If you have one (in good, 
working condition) and you want to sell it, please contact me.
http://www.triumphspitfire.nl/mailmespit.html
   I have a Triumph Spitfire for driving. Not only in summer; 
not only in sunny 
weather. Returning 
from one of the annual 
International Triumph 
Spitfire Weekends, I 
once drove in the rain, 
hood down (but with 
a half-closed tonneau) 
on the Dutch highway. 
And as long a you keep 
driving, you stay rea-
sonably dry... Another 
time, begin of January, 
it was sunny, freezing 
and no salt on the road.
   I love to drive with 
my Spitfire together with other cars. Of course I prefer other 
Spitfires (like Eric’s), but other cars are welcome too. Almost 
every year I visit the International Triumph Spitfire Weekend 
(ISW), organised by the Dutch Spitfire Club.
  And at the end; No, I don’t want to sell my Triumph Spitfire! %
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   The question is always: “What is my great love?” Most men 
have to choose between a girl and a car. I have to choose be-
tween a 1979 Triumph Spitfire, a 1967 Volvo Amazon and my 
girl. I love the Spitfire in summer, the Amazon in spring and 
autumn, and my girl throughout the year. And she loves our 
Volvo Amazon too ...

   Every man goes through a some sort of a mid-life crisis. I 
thought of buying a motorcycle. After 20 lessons I failed my 
exam; so I developed alternative.
   I knew Eric and his Spitfire already and decided to buy a 
convertible. Together we looked at several cars, an MG Midget, 
MX5’s, Jaguars... But after a few weeks we encountered a beau-
tiful and lovely red Spitfire in the northern part of Holland.

   My Triumph Spitfire 1500 (1979, a “late 1500”) was original 
delivered to Belgium, and painted brown. In 1982 is was im-
ported into Holland. This Spitfire is in perfect shape and fairly 
mint condition. I made a few improvements over the last few 
years: a Moto-lita steering wheel, overdrive, halogen headlamps, 
a map-light, a new dashboard with an oil-pressure gauge and a 
clock. The rear transverse leaf spring was also overhauled, with 
new pads. We tried to improve the brakes, but my daily driver 
still outperforms it...
   There are just a few more things to improve: I already have 
new chrome door handles and locks and new upholstery; all 
this only needs attaching to the car. I’m still looking for an orig-

My Great Love
by Jacob, Holland, www.triumphspitfire.nl

'67 Volvo Amazon & '79 Triumph Spitfire

My '79 Spitfire & Eric's '76 Spitfire

The International Spitfire Weekend
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   I aquired ‘Blanche’ as a gift to myself on my 60th 
birthday in July 2008. Well, who else would have given 
me something like a sports car?
   She had been restored by a stalwart of the local Tri-
umph club, Terry Murphy and had been awarded a silver 
medal at the 2004 National convention held at Margate. 
I first saw her at ‘Cars in the Park’, Pietermaritzburg and 
two months later she was mine.
   First and foremost, the black colour scheme shows off 
each curve and the chrome bits ensure that she is the 
center of attention at any display. Terry kept everything 
standard except for black leather seats and converting the 
head for unleaded fuel. I have added widened steel rims 
and a leather steering wheel.

   It is always a thrill to drive this little car and I do so 
with enthusiasm. She is a sports car after all. With only 
1147cc I am sent off first on Club runs and usually have 
to hold her back as I maintain 100kmh (62mph) so that 
everyone can keep up. I was given dire warnings about 
the twitchy rear end but have never experienced even 
a mild breakaway. I do know my limits, probably well 
below the car’s potential. Skid pan performance is phe-
nominal. Tyres are standard 155/80/13 radials.
   My wife, Rosemary, enjoys every run. We have expe-
rienced African thunderstorms with roads awash and 
stayed snug and safe with the hood providing dry, if 
misty comfort.
   A wise man once said that one classic car is not 
enough. In January this year I found a 1974 Triumph 
Chicane, you know, for Rosemary...and the Grandchil-
dren! Oh, by the way, I know ‘blanche’ means the oppo-

Blanche of South Africa
by Darryl Hurter, Durban, South Africa

'74 Triumph Chicane'66 Spitfire Mk 2
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site of black but she is named after Blanche Deveraux of 
the Golden girls sitcom. Details available on request.
   Reliability has never been an issue and I plan to orga-
nise a Classic car tour around Kwa Zulu Natal in winter. 
This will take the form of 500km (311 miles) over 2 days 
but will have no competitive elements with scenery and 
twisty country roads providing the enjoyment. The route 
will encompass lush coastal beaches and the possibility of 
snow covered peaks in the Drakensberg. Nothing official, 
just like minded enthusiasts in Triumph sports cars.
   In our local KZN club there are 17 Spitfires, one GT6 
Mk3, four TR3’s, one TR4, one TR6, eight TR7’s and 
three Stags, plus my latest Chicane. Incidentally, I was 
appointed editor of our club newsletter recently, so look 
for more from me in the future. %

Rosemary & Darryl Hurter, Durban, South Africa
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   While most of the world was watching the Winter 
Olympic Games in British Columbia, the Vintage 
Driver’s Club of America held its own winter games at 
Road Atlanta. February 20-21 is right in the middle of 
winter, and, yes, the South does have a winter season. 
The Atlanta area had overnight temperatures in the 
teens and twenties with highs in the thirties during the 
three weeks prior to the event. We even had an unheard 
of four inches of snow that lasted two whole days. Just 
as VDCA dodged the hurricane bullet at its Hurricane 
in Savannah event in September, so too did it dodge the 
winter storms for this event, its very first race week-
end at the famous Road Atlanta. Sure, overnight lows 
may have been in the thirties, but who races at night? 
Daytime temperatures during the two days of the event 
were in the high fifties and low sixties, just about per-
fect racing weather. Certainly, no one was complaining. 
Some people even had decent enough sunburns that 
would be hard to explain at work on Monday to those 

who got their racing fix from a couch in front of a TV 
instead of from the great outdoors.
   Not only was this event the club’s first time at this 
spectacular racing venue, but it was also the start of 
VDCA’s tenth season of vintage racing. It seems like 
only yesterday that a few of us were specially invited to 
a trial balloon at Roebling Road Raceway near Savan-
nah, GA in 1999 to see if there was enough interest 
in a new kind of vintage racing group. There was, and 
here we are. Let’s just hope that the success of this 
event leads to another race weekend at this fabulous 
track next year, maybe even a little further into the year 
when we might be assured of warmer weather rather 
than trusting to the good luck we experienced this year. 
Ray Morgan, with the help of many motivated and 
industrious members and friends, was able to convince 
the Road Atlanta folks to give us a chance. It seemed 
like everyone was happy with the results. Thanks, Ray 
– great job!

VDCA’s Winter Games in Atlanta
  By Bob Spruck - MotorMouth/south

magazine                    issue #34

Mark Craig awaits the start in his 1972 Spitfire
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race on Saturday and a twenty five minute practice and 
thirty minute race on Sunday. Our BMW Buddies and 
the Porsche People, likewise, got plenty of track time. 
After a very uncharacteristically beautiful Saturday full 
of practice sessions, qualifying races, and Enduros, ev-
eryone was ready for the high point of the weekend, the 
feature races on Sunday afternoon.
   But Saturday wasn’t over yet! World famous racer and 
racing entrepreneur Dick Barbour hosted the Saturday 
evening dinner and festivities at the Dick Barbour Rac-
ing shops adjacent to the track. A sumptuous Mexican 
dinner was provided as well as appropriate liquids of all 
kinds. Ed Conway, the Road Atlanta track announcer 
for the past 40 something years provided some interest-
ing history and stories about Road Atlanta and the rac-
ing that took place there. Ed was also the moderator of 
a pleasantly long and entertaining question and answer 
session in which Dick told us some interesting stories 
and anecdotes from his racing career. He co-drove with 
and competed against some of the biggest names of the 
era and after he became a team owner, many of them 
raced for him. Virtually every inch of available wall 
space in the shop, the halls, and the offices is covered 
with posters from the races Dick drove in, was involved 
with, or spectated at. It was truly amazing to listen to 
his anecdotes and reminiscences of his life in racing and 
his first hand stories about Paul Newman, Jo Sieffert, 
Steve McQueen, and many of our other heroes.
   Race Group 1 was composed of the smaller displace-
ment production cars, sports racers and the numerous 

   There is almost always a story good enough to be 
repeated at every race weekend. The best one I’ve 
heard in a long time involves Dennis Gonzalez, new to 
vintage racing. Dennis lives in Puerto Rico where there 
isn’t much vintage racing going on. His car is a new-to-
him 1966 Austin Healey Sprite that fits right in with 
VDCA’s Group 1 Sprite and Midget gang. He made 
complicated plans to fly to Atlanta, take the 
Skip Barber School at Road Atlanta 
in the Sprite, get his vintage driver’s 
license, and then continue his week by 
entering the VDCA event. Who woul-
da thunk that the School would have to 
be cancelled because of an unheard of 6 
inches of snow at the track? Either through 
Dennis’s superior powers of persuasion or 
Skip Barber’s magnanimousness, Dennis was flown 
out to Laguna Seca to attend the Barber school there, 
then flown back to Atlanta to make the race with his 
newly earned ticket to fun. He made all the practice 
and race sessions as well as the Enduro. No trophies yet, 
just a race license and a big grin. Priceless! What could 
have been a big loss of time and money, not to mention 
opportunity, turned out to be a wonderful and heart 
warming story.
   Even though this was a two day race weekend, Fri-
day was available for registration, paddock set-up, and 
tech inspection, but most importantly, it was another 
opportunity for a party. Vintage racer Fred Burke and 
his Porsche-phile buddy Jerry Peters opened their shop 
across from the track for a pizza party. In addition to 
plenty of pizza, salad, and drinks, Fred displayed his 
Cooper Climax powered Turner and the Ferrari V-
12 powered Cooper-Monaco he would be racing this 
weekend. Jerry displayed his collection of Porsches, 
from early models to contemporary race cars and street 
cars. 
   VDCA continued its symbiotic relationship with the 
BMWCCA by sharing track time and expenses with the 
Peachtree Chapter. A Porsche Driver Education class 
also joined in on the fun. Spectators saw quite a combi-
nation of vintage cars and contemporary BMW racers, 
as well as an eclectic mix of cars in the Porsche group. 
The usual nine vintage race groups were combined into 
three groups so that everybody would get a satisfying 
amount of time on the track. VDCA members got two 
30 minute practice sessions and a one hour endurance 

Rob 
Stewart’s 

always fast 
in his '67 Mk3

ON THE TRACK
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and ubiquitous Formula Vees from Groups 1, 4, and 9. 
Most of the racing took place mid-pack and beyond as 
the same four cars paraded around at the front. Glenn 
Stephens in his Class 4FM 1956 Lotus XI ran first and 
steadily decreased his lap times in every session. Rob 
Stewart in his 1FP 1967 Spitfire did the same in second 
place. Likewise for Doug Meis in his 1GP 1967 Honda 
S800. Jack Cassingham in his 1FP MG Midget came 
forward when it counted and passed Mike Jackson in 
his 1969 Shadowfax FV at the start before Mike could 
work up a head of steam. Finishing order was Stephens, 
Stewart, Meis, Cassingham, and Jackson. Spitfires did 
themselves proud with a total of four 1296’s placing 
first third, fourth, and fifth in Class F Production. The 
order was Rob (1967), Greg Kimbrough (1974), Mark 
Craig (1972), and Johnny Johnson (1964). Rob, John-
ny, and Gregg faired well in the Endurance race, too. 
Rob started in 11th place thanks to his previous lap 
times but had overheating problems that causes him to 
fall back and eventually return to the pits on lap 6. He 
got the problem fixed, however, since he had a great run 

in the finale. Gregg fell back at eh start of the race but 
then advanced on his own until the leaders pitted and 
he made a big gain, on paper. After his own pit stop, he 
did OKM and held his own, finishing two spots ahead 
of where he started. Johnny started in 36th position, 
ran as high as 23rd, pitted, and finished in 25th. Not 
bad results, considering that all cars can enter the En-
duro, even the bigger ones and newer ones.
   Race Group 2 included Groups 2, 5, and 7, for 
1600cc Formula Fords and sports racers. Since a few 
cars didn’t make the race grid, it was all FFs. But at 
least we got to see Tom Mittler’s 1963 2.0L Porsche 
904 GTS practice. Gordon King also had the ex-Dave 
Bondon Royale RP4 out to stretch its legs a bit. Dave 
Handy, Jeff Horne, Cecil Boyd, and Gary Diver started 
and finished in that order, with a few passes thrown in 
for excitement during the 10 lap race.
   Race Group 3 included a rather eclectic 32 car col-
lection of just about everything else, mostly larger 
displacement production cars from Groups 3, 6, and 8. 
The only American car in this large group was a 1966 

Rob Stewart’s Spitfire starts the final race in second place
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Ford Mustang notchback 
driven to first place in 
everything he raced in 
except the Enduro (he 
was second there) by Tim 
Holland. Ray Morgan lost 
some transmission gears 
on Saturday, but came 
back on Sunday with a 
full set in his 1965 Mer-
lyn MK6 to start third 
and finish second, ahead 
of a couple of Porsche 
911s driven by Warren 
Greene and Sid Collins. 
Fred Burke had that awe-
some Cooper Monaco/
Ferrari clicking on all 12 
cylinders to earn a solid 
fifth. Some of the other neat cars in the Group were 
Richard Schnabel’s Volvo P1800, Najeeb Khan and 
Gary Hagopian’s E-Type Jaguars, Gary Dillow’s Elan+2 
and Bob Desloge’s Europa from Lotus, and Piet van 
Rossum’s Mercedes 230 SL.
   Then there was the hour long Endurance Race. One 
of the greatest features of VDCA events is the all-com-
ers Enduro included in the entry fee. Forty-eight racers 
decided to wear themselves and their co-drivers out by 
having an hour’s worth of fun and 32 laps of excitement 
on the 2.54 miles and 12 turns of Road Atlanta. Dave 
Handy, in his Lola T200FF led the first 17 laps and 

then pitted. All the rest of the top leaders followed his 
lead off the track and pitted one lap later. Dave’s shad-
ow, Tim Holland in the Mustang, resumed his position 
after the break and they finished in that order. Sid Col-
lins started his Porsche 911 in seventh spot, dropped 
back a little, but then pitted early at lap 12. He must 
have filled his tank with some go juice as he quickly 
worked his way up to third where he finished. Glenn 
Stephens, in the bright red Lotus XI took a little differ-
ent strategy but it worked well for him. Starting tenth, 
he ran between eighth and eleventh until he started a 
steady climbing to first while the previous leaders pitted 
and then tried to climb back into the lead. Glenn pitted 

late and came out in fifth where he 
finished a satisfying drive.
   Some of the vintage racers took 
a chance on the weather and came 
out to Road Atlanta because this 
was their first time at the track. 
For many others who have been 
racing with VDCA for the last ten 
years, this was the first opportuni-
ty to combine their favorite track 
with their favorite race group. For 
all of us, it was our favorite kind of 
weather and the best way to spend 
a weekend with our friends doing 
what we like to do most- 

VINTAGE RACE!  %

Johnny Johnson gets his ‘64 Spitfire ready to race

Greg Kimbrough’s ‘74 Spitfire just waiting to go 
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   Having owned my 1963 Triumph Spitfire since 1973, and having 
just completed a 2.5 year, concours quality, frame-off restoration 
from 2003-2005(Spitfire and GT6 Magazine Issue #21), someone 
asked me, “What’s next?”
☻A sane person would have said “Once is enough.”
☻A somewhat sane person would have said “That’s it for now.”
☻A slightly insane person would have said “I’m not sure.”
☻And then of course there was me. I said “Great question. I think 
I’ll restore a Mini Cooper.” So in late Summer, 2006, less than one 
year after “Turning my Dream into a Reality,” I couldn’t stop dream-
ing. I became the proud owner of a 1963 Austin Cooper. 
   I’ll let you be the judge of my mental state.

   I purchased my 1963 Austin Cooper from the original owner, who 
drove the car from 1963-1967 and then put it away in storage. Just 
as my Spitfire sat in storage for 30+ years, so also this car sat in stor-
age for nearly 40 years.
   It is a genuine, US import Cooper and is one of the earliest surviv-
ing examples in the United States, as verified by the car’s British 
Motor Industry Heritage Trust Certificate. Built in October, 1962, 
it was imported by Falvey Motor Sales of Detroit, Michigan, were 
it sold for $1795.00 plus tax. With its stock 61 cubic inch (997cc) 
motor, it produced 55 horsepower, propelling the car to a top speed 
of 87 mph. Not much more was needed at the time as the car weighs 
just over 1400 lbs.
   The car served a dual purpose for the original owner. Besides being 
his daily driver, he also used it to compete in numerous rallies in the 
Midwest from 1963-1967. 

History Repeats Itself
  by Brian McCarthy, Illinois  

   Shortly after acquiring the car, we stripped the car down to bare 
metal to see what we really got ourselves into. Surprisingly, unlike 
the Spitfire, the car was fairly rust free. We replaced one rocker 
panel, the battery box and the rear valance due to rust. Both front 
fenders and the front grill panel were replaced because of poorly 
repaired accident damage.

   During its prior ownership, the car had been repainted metallic 
blue, but we wanted to return the Mini to its original color. The 
unique fiesta yellow exterior paint with powder blue interior was 
only available for two years and is rarely seen in the States. Similar 
to the Spitfire, we painted the underside of the car with truck bed 
liner tinted to match. Thus the bottom of the car would stand up to 
stones, chemicals, etc. encountered in every day use.

   Both the front and rear subframes were powder coated and all sus-
pension components were media blasted and painted with Hammer-
ite. All chassis hardware was replaced and upgraded as appropriate. 
Zinc and cadium coated nuts and bolts were painted with a satin 
clear coat to prevent rusting. This is the same approach we used with 
the Spitfire and it has shown little to no signs of road rash or rust 
after 4 years of use.
   Like the Spitfire, I could not leave things stock, but wanted to in-
sure that any modifications made were period correct. NOS Bilstein 
shock absorbers from the late 60’s, NOS Cooper S brake calipers 
and rotors, and genuine Minifin alloy rear brake drums came with 
the car when purchased. They all found their way on the car as the 
original owner envisioned. We embraced some newer technology by 
using street grade polyurethane bushings throughout the suspension.
   Just as the Spitfire has a set of rare, early series Cosmic alloy 
wheels, so to does this car. The 4” x 10” Cosmic alloys on the Mini 
also came with the car, and were sometimes seen on Minis custom-
ized by Radford in England in the early and mid 1960’s.
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   The engine also received 
an upgrade. The early 997cc 
Coopers were notorious for 
blowing up their engines, and 
this was the case with our car. 
The prior owner had acquired 
an early 1275 Cooper S unit 
“in a basket” with the intent of 
rebuilding and installing it as 
a replacement, as many early 
Cooper owners were known to 

do. The engine bore has remained stock, but all internal components 
were balanced. The cylinder head is a rare AEG 163 casting and it 
was ported and polished. The compression ratio was raised to 10:1. 
A fast road cam was installed, as were roller rockers and a perfor-
mance header. The twin SU carbs remain, but have been re-jetted to 
compliment the other modifications. Stock horsepower for the early 
1275 S motor was approximately 70 hp, and we anticipate this mo-
tor to be near 85-90 hp.

   For the transmission, the previous owner had acquired a Gold Seal 
BMC remanufactured unit. This never used unit also found its way 
onto the car.
   The interior was completely redone in powder blue vinyl with 
silver/gold brocade inserts, just as how the car was originally made. 
The brocade style interior was unique to the Cooper and Cooper 
S cars. Coupled with the fiesta yellow exterior, the combination is 
viewed by some as a tribute to some pretty psychedelic thinking 
by the Brits back in the 1960’s! Finally, a unique, BMC works rally 
team, Springall steering wheel and a Smith’s impulse tachometer 
installed by the original owner remain on the car today.

   So just like our 
Spitfire, after a 2.5+ 
year restoration the 
Mini’s first trip of 
consequence was to 
a car show, in this 
case the 2009 Geneva 
Concours d’Elegance 
(www.genevaconcours.
net). Our Spitfire was 
invited to this same 

event in 2007 and was 
a class winner (Spitfire 
and GT6 Magazine 
Issue #26). To our sur-
prise, history repeated 
itself and we were a 
class winner again.
   As we received 
our award, the event 
organizer said, “Con-
gratulations, you’re 

now two for two in entering and winning an award at the Geneva 
Concours d’Elegance. What’s next?”
   We know what a sane person would say. I’ll let you decide my 
answer. My guess is history will repeat itself. %
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I had been trying to complete a brake conversion on my 1975 
Spitfire. I’ve collected much information but found no hard facts 
about what components may be used. I have found a solution and 
will share the results.
Project: Upgrade / convert the brake system on a 1975 Spitfire 
to a more powerful reliable system.

 

1• Purchase used front suspension uprights, brake caliper 
mounts, hubs, spindles and bearings from a GT6.

2• Purchase new vented rotors, (available from numerous British 
parts suppliers)

3• Purchase 4 piston brake calipers from a 1983 Toyota 4X4, 
(4Runner) and surface grind the face of the caliper around the 
inlet hole so the copper washer will have a better seal.

Spitfire Brake Upgrade
  by Mitchell Rhine  

4• Purchase matching brake pads.

5• Purchase 10mm X 1.0mm pitch banjo bolts.
6• Have custom brake lines made, one end having a 17 degree 
10mm banjo connection, the other end a 3AN connection.

7• Purchase 3AN male bulkhead connector.

8• The Toyota calipers mount to the GT6 caliper supports. 
Four 7/16 X 20 X 1.5 bolts will be required to fasten the 
calipers. The 7/16 bolts are smaller than the mounting holes 
in the caliper so to maintain a snug fit, make a sleeve from 
0.025” thick copper or steel. The backing of the Toyota 
brake pads must be slightly modified to clear the caliper 
mounting surface. The banjo bolt is necessary to provide 
clearance between the brake hose and the coil spring. The 
male 3AN bulkhead connector allows connection between 
the new brake hose and the original Spitfire brake line.

If anyone should like more specific information, I will be happy 
to lend support. E-mail me at mrhine426@optonline.net  %

Grind 
here
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   Water is the life’s blood of our planet. Our bodies need water to 
survive. In the automobile, mixed with ethylene glycol, it raises the 
boiling point and lowers the freezing point of the coolant. But, in 
the auto, that’s where you want to draw the line. You don’t want 
water in the oil, the gasoline, or the brake fluid. Obviously, water 
in the oil will reduce the oil’s ability to prevent friction, wear, and 
corrosion. Water can also be harmful when introduced into the 
brake system and the fuel system.

   The DOT 3 and DOT 4 brake fluid used in most 
cars is a glycol ester based liquid. It’s characterized by 

low compressibility and a high boiling point. That 
makes it ideal for a car’s braking system. Unfor-
tunately, they are also very hygroscopic, that is, 
they will readily absorb moisture. They can absorb 
moisture everytime the reservoir lid is removed, 
every time the bleeder valves are opened, even 
through the microscopic pores of the rubber brake 
hoses. 
   The DOT 3 and DOT 4 fluids in their “dry” 
state, that is fresh from the container, have mini-

mum boiling points of 401º and 446º Fahrenheit respectively. It 
is estimated that these glycol fluids can absorb water at the rate of 
1 to 2% by volume per year. By the end of the second year, brake 
fluid can contain as much as 3 to 4% water, and this is consid-
ered a saturated state. With this much water content, the boiling 
point drops to about 284º for DOT 3 and 311º for DOT 4. Most 
manufacturers recommend changing brake fluid at the end of a 
two year period, some more frequently. Some ABS systems require 
yearly changes.
   Since water is readily absorbed, it’s naturally dispersed evenly 
throughout the brake system. This reduces the chance of water 
pockets settling into low spots of the calipers and cylinders. Under 
hard braking, calipers can exceed 212º and if there were a pure water 
pocket, a steam bubble would be created causing brake failure at that 
wheel. This is one reason automakers specify DOT 3 or 4. Even with 
the reduced overall boiling point of a semi-saturated fluid, brake 
failure due to boiling is almost eliminated.

   DOT 5 silicone base brake fluid was initiated by 
the U.S. Army to extend the life of braking systems 

in vehicles stored for long periods and/or under 
extreme temperature conditions. DOT 5 has a 
boiling point of 512º, is not hygroscopic and ac-
tually repels water. It maintains a more consistent 
viscosity in below 0º conditions. The silicone base 
will not dissolve paint as will the glycol ester base 
of DOT 3/4. Sounds like an ideal fluid at first 
blush. Well….
   Because silicone will not absorb water, any 
moisture induced or trapped in the brake system 

will not disperse and will settle to the lowest area in the form 
of pure water, with the silicone floating on top. The “slug” of 

water, in a hot caliper, can cause a 
steam bubble and brake failure. 
Carmakers will not use DOT 

5 because of this risk, plus the cost of 
the silicone fluid is about 4 times the cost 
of DOT 3/4. DOT 5 can also hold more dissolved 
air, making it more compressible. With enough dissolved 
air, the brake pedal becomes softer or spongier. Because of the 
rapid pulsation of ABS pistons, DOT 5 can actually foam causing 
brake failure. Never use DOT 5 in an ABS system. 
   Even with these drawbacks, DOT 5 can make a very suitable brake 
fluid for our vintage cars. The fluid will last in the braking system 
for longer periods without becoming moisture contaminated, and 
it won’t attack your valuable paintwork. I converted my system over 
about 10 years ago and never regretted the change. Some rumors cir-
culate about the silicone fluid eating certain rubber components of 
the brake system. I really think these stories are more urban legend 
than fact. I’ve never actually seen, or heard of, hard evidence of any 
rubber deterioration. 
   There are right and wrong ways to introduce silicone fluid. All 
DOT brake fluids are compatible in that they don’t create a dan-
gerous substance when mixed. The problem with 
the DOT 3/4 and DOT 5 is they don’t blend. 
The silicone will rise to the top leaving the 
glycol and any moisture con-
taminants, to sink to the lowest 
point. Ideally, silicone should 
be introduced after a complete 
brake system rebuild. That’s 
not always practical. In convert-
ing over to DOT 5, the first instinct is to try flush all the old fluid 
from the system. This is a good idea. I’ve heard of people using 
mineral spirits and alcohol. Don’t. These fluids are not compatible 
with the rubber components of a brake system. Your best is to flush 
the system with the DOT 5 you’re planning to use. Initially, bleed 
all four corners until the fluid runs a nice, clean, light purple color. 
Then do it again. What I did, at that point, was wait a few weeks of 
normal driving then flushed the system again. At 20 bucks a quart, 
this can get expensive, but then you don’t have to flush the system 
every two years or worry about a leak ruining your paint under the 
bonnet. When does it need to be changed? Honestly, I’ve never seen 
any printed recommendations. I do know the brake system is still 
capable of collecting solid impurities. I’m thinking that five years is a 
good flush recommendation.
   As for general handling precautions, avoid shaking the 
container of DOT 5. When pouring into the master 
cylinder, pour slowly, avoiding air bubbles. The more 
you prevent air from going into solution, the firmer 
the brake pedal.  
   One final thought on brake fluid. There is a DOT 
5.1, which you may or may not encounter. It is not 
an upgraded silicone. It is a glycol ester based fluid 
that has the same boiling point as silicone, 512º. 
Except for that high temperature rating, it has the 
same basic characteristics as the DOT 3/4. This is 
generally used for racing applications. %

Water Where It Doesn’t Belong
  by the late Charlie Brown, Virginia
  Courtesy of Capital Triumph Register
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   Installing a straight swap Bosch/Ford alternator from  a 
1975/78 Capri, Pinto and Mustang II 2.8 or 78/80 Ford Fes-
tival 1.6L. Yup, it’s a straight swap. Easier than changing a tire.
   For less money than you pay for a rebuilt Lucas you can get 
a top quality, reliable alternator that will not blow out within 
a year as the Lucas rebuilds often do. As long as you are not 
into Concourse.
   An alternator is ………an alternator is ……….an alterna-
tor, the only real parameters are, quality, fit and output.
   Speaking of output, the 35 to 45 amp original equipment 
may not supply the juice needed to run things like a modern 
sound system (that you can actually hear) plus quartz head 
lamps (some lamps even need heavier wiring) and other 
goodies you may plug in, while at the same, time keep the 
battery well charged. This is even more important if you do 
not drive your car on a regular basis. Bosch/Ford is 55 amps 
and should be sufficient, but you can get more if you ask the 
right parts guy.
   About a year ago, I installed a Delco alternator. It recently 
began to squeal. The Delco required altering a J bracket to 
attach the alternator to the water pump. The Bosch/Ford 
install will use all your original hardware.  
   Because the Bosch is shorter than the Lucas, you will be 
able to access your number one cylinder sparkplug and boot. 
There-by eliminating the need to “drop” the alternator to the 
4 o-clock position.
   How did this idea come about? Well, while browsing the 
Spitfire and GT6 magazine web site, I read that a 78/80 
Ford Fiesta (Bosch) alternator would fit our cars and I re-
membered that back-in-the-day, my little sister owned a mid 
70's Mustang II with the 2.8 V6. I had occasionally worked 
on the car so I knew it had Bosch electronics. Ford labeled 
but Bosch nonetheless. In today’s market we would not 
think twice about this outsourcing, but back then it was a 
topic. I personally considered Bosch electronics an upgrade, 
but that was not the opinion of a lot of Ford guys. I did a 
bit of research on the applications and sure enough it looked 
like the same animal.
   A weekend trip to the local Pick & Pull (our local ver-
sion of Crazy Daves) with the Lucas dimensions proved this 
theory. I took a good looking one from a rear ended Capri. 
Examining the part, I was surprised to find that the plug 
in for the unit was THE SAME plug as my 1978 Spitfire. 
The 1975 and up Spitfires have the three prong plug. Earlier 
models have another type. If your application is 1975 and 
up, just plug it in. If your application is earlier, take the plug 
with the unit or you can source the plug out of other makes, 
or use spade connectors. 

Bosch/Ford Alternator Swap
  by E. Perry  

LucasBosch

LucasBosch
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   If you don’t have a wiring diagram it may be helpful to go 
the Spitfire and GT6 magazines web site and download one.
   You can find the wiring diagrams at:

http://www.triumphspitfire.com/wiring.html

The installation for a Spitfire 1975 and up is as easy as: 

•Disconnect the battery. You will be working with parts 
that may be damaged by short circuit or polarity switch.

•Unclip and remove the electrical plug from the alternator.

•Take out the upper and lower bolts and remove the old unit.

•Place the new unit in using all the old mounting hardware. 
(You may want to use new nylock nuts) 

•Check the alignment of the pulleys.

•Replace the belt and adjust the tension.

•Insert the electrical plug and snap fitting.

•Check your connections if you have patched-in the plug, 
and then reconnect the battery.

   The alternator is grounded by its own body (negative 
ground). The heavy brown wire goes to the battery via the 
starting solenoid post (always hot). The brown and white 
stripe wire goes the alt light in the Speedo. The smaller 
brown wire also goes to the solenoid post. The early cars 
have a brown and white jumper wire in the three prong 
post set. (Check your diagram) I also get power to an elec-
tric fan from the hot connection at the alternator. 
   Some cars have a one piece bracket for the alternator and 
some have a short bracket and a metal sleeve that shims it 
all up. It does not matter. Use whatever one you have.
   If dependability and drivability is your focus, this switch 
should really fill the electric bill. %

LucasBosch
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The Road Engine Patent 
A forgotten chapter 
   On May 8, 1879, George Selden filed a patent for 
what he called a “road engine”. Selden was not an engi-
neer, but a patent attorney from Rochester, New York. 
Thinking that the time was not quite right for a horseless 
carriage, he delayed issuance of the patent and expanded 
the claims of his patent until it was finally granted in 
1895. At that time a new automobile industry was grow-
ing in the USA. Selden’s patent allowed for him to collect 
royalties from all American car manufacturers, even 
though their designs differed from his.

   George Selden had never built a car and the patent was 
questionable, but fearing costly legal battles, many new 
car manufacturers paid a licensing fee to Selden or his 
holding company, the Association of Licensed Automo-
tive Manufacturers (ALAM). Most cars built during the 
next 10-15 years included a small brass plaque reading 
“Manufactured under Selden Patent.” 

▲Selden's Association warning to automobile buyers

▲Ad showing "Licensed under Selden Patents"
▼Ad mentions ALAM, Selden's Association
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   One car manufacturer refused to pay any licens-
ing fees to George Selden. Henry Ford refused to pay 
the fee and Selden took Ford to court for a long legal 
battle. The lawsuit dragged on for nearly eight years. 
During that time the ALAM took out magazine ads, 
threatening to sue anyone who bought an unlicensed 
car - some ads advised people “don’t buy a lawsuit 
with your new automobile.” Ford countered with his 
own ads, disputing the patent, and offering to indem-
nify anyone who was actually sued by the ALAM.
   Selden’s patent was upheld at the trial level, however 
Henry Ford appealed. Finally, one year before the pat-
ent was due to expire, the appeals court declared the 
Selden patent to be invalid, except for cars powered 
by the Brayton-type external-compression two-stroke 
engine described in the patent, which Selden’s own 
expert testified at trial was not actually used by anyone 
making cars at that time. 

   One report from the trial stated that an automo-
bile race was being organized outside the windows of 
the courthouse. Ford’s lawyer looked out the window 
and said to the judge, “your honor, I see a Winton, 
and a Duryea, and many Fords out there - but not 
one single Selden!” 
   Ford’s attorney was correct, Selden was a patent 
attorney, not a car builder. During the course of the 
lawsuit Selden did build a car according to the pat-
ent (this was apparently the first time), and it barely 
managed to run along under its own power for a 
short distance before dying. 
   Over 100 years later Ford is still going strong, and 
the name Selden has all but disappeared, except in 
the archives of legal blunders!  %

▲One of Ford's counter ads to buyers offering 
legal protection against Selden & the ALAM.

▲1911 Ford Model T Torpedo 
Higher Than Ever in Quality - Lower Than Ever in Price!
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What does owning a classic car mean to you? For many it is a chance to revisit the days of their youth, for 
some it is a chance to experience what it was like to live in a bygone era now left far behind and, perhaps 
for some, it’s simply the joy of owning a beautifully crafted piece of machinery to be cherished and paraded 
on special occasions. 

Whatever your reason, one thing remains the same; owning and maintaining a classic car can at times be 
costly and in a market where inflation prevails, insurance doesn’t come cheap; or does it?

The good news is that classic car insurance is generally cheaper than a policy for its modern counterparts.  
This is due to the fact that in general classic cars are better maintained due to being a very much loved 
possession. 

Steve Sweeney here at moneysupermarket.com suggests that you: “Consider a limited mileage policy on 
your vehicle.  This can often be set at anything between 1,500 and 10,000 miles”.  This will ensure your 
premium remains as low as possible as classic car insurance can still vary greatly in cost depending on 
which insurer you use and depending on your individual circumstances.

Other ways to save money include: 

• Ensure that your vehicle is securely garaged when not in use.
• If possible, limit the number of classic car events or rally’s that you attend as this increases your risk in 
the eyes of the insurer.
• Don’t scrimp on maintenance or spare parts, it may cost more in the short-term but you risk possible me-
chanical breakdown in the long-term which can be costly to put right and in some cases void your insurance.

To ensure you get the best price possible for your classic car insurance policy, why not use a comparison 
site such as moneysupermarket.com.  We can take out the legwork and leave you pleasantly surprised when 
renewal time comes around.

This car insurance guide was brought to you by the car insurance team at moneysupermarket.com. 
Find us at~ www.moneysupermarket.com/car-insurance
 

The Car Insurance Guide
by  Moneysupermarket.com

moneysupermarket  com
a great deal easier

®
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Reprint from MOTOR SPORT March 1968
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Bierfassl and Heat on the Midlands Meander 
Durban, South Africa, 21st February 2010, story by Darryl Hurter, photos by Debbie Tyldesley

   Fourteen Triumphs basked in the hot sunlight in the 
Oasis car park on Sunday morning 21st February. After 
our Chairman David Blair worked his tuning magic on a 
couple of cars it was time for photographs.
   The Midlands Meander to Nottingham Road is a classic 
car delight with many twists and turns and only light traf-
fic. Upon arrival the Spitfires were arranged in age order. 
2 Mk2’s,  4Mk3’s and 3 Mk 4’s were photographed. Other 
Triumphs present were 1 Stag, 1 TR4 and 3 TR 7s. One of 
the run objectives was to capture as many Spitfires as pos-
sible in a photograph for a US publication and nine were 
present.
   John Leonard was the organiser of this run to the Mid-
lands and enhanced his popularity with the fairer sex by 
arranging a shopping stop at the Piggly Wiggly center near 
Howick. It’s amazing how much shopping you can fit in a 
Spitfire! 
   John had made the brunch booking for 11am at Bierfassl 

German style restaurant and many Pale Ales and other lo-
cally brewed delights were soon cooling throats as the heat 
took hold. The German style food was enjoyed with a few 
more ales to keep the heat at bay.
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   My wife Rosemary and I had to leave by 1pm to reach 
Durban and Parklands Hospital in time for visiting hours 
so that we could view our third grandchild, James, who had 
been born on the Saturday morning before. We made it in 
time despite nearly melting as we tore along the scorching 
highway at 100kmh.  
   There may be some truth in the rumour that Heath-
row Airport is going to be on high alert over the next 
two months. John and Bev Leonard will be visiting a new 
grandchild in the UK and John’s luggage will definitely set 
off metal detectors when he returns. We sincerely hope he 
escapes a ‘body cavity’ search! He will be visiting all the 
retro Triumph outlets looking for spares and bits for his 
TR7. 
   Also attending the run were Angelo and Cheryl, prospec-
tive members on the lookout for a suitable Spitfire. Nice to 
have them along.
   David Blair has asked me to compliment the drivers in 
the convoy. Realistic following distances ensured that other 
road users were not inconvenienced. Well done to John 
Leonard. The drive was entirely suitable for the Triumphs 
as was the venue for the driving crews. %
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All British Field Meet - Bellevue, Washington
July 25, 2009,  photos by Dan Stewart

▲1961 Standard 10 Estate 
owned by Walt Fogle, Woodenville, WA

▲1966 Herald 1200 
owned by Sam Bass, Everett, WA

▲1970 GT6+ 
owned by Dan Stewart, Renton, WA

▲1969 GT6+ 
owned by David Schindele

▲1971 GT6 Mk3 
owned by Jim Holman, Seattle, WA

▲GT6 contingent 
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▲Spitfire contingent ▲1972 Spitfire MkIV
owned by Tim Rabey, Spokane, WA

▲1980 Spitfire 1500
owned by Jim Stone

▲1980 Spitfire 1500
owned by Jan Rucker, Kirkland, WA

▲1980 Spitfire 1500
owned by William Pitt, Renton, WA

▲The Spitfire & GT6 section of the show

Over 550+ vehicles entered in the ABFM show. It was a hot & sunny day reaching 86ºF.
The show was down on GT6's, maybe due to the heat. My GT6+ ran hot that day.
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Submitted by Stephen Knoll, Editor-laprecord.com 
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AND FINALLY
We have all seen them, those conversions that make you ask: "WHAT WERE THEY THINKING ???"  This page 
is dedicated to those slightly different conversions, the ones you either love or hate. If you have seen 
them at a show, or for sale on the web, send them in to us, and we will include them in WWTT???  

Have you spotted a Spitfire, GT6, or other British con-
version that you feel is worthy of some public scru-
tiny? If so, send your submissions to the magazine at: 
Spitfire & GT6 Magazine, PO Box 30806, Knoxville, TN, 
USA, 37930 or by email to: editor@triumphspitfire.com

So what do you think? 
Keep it or Sweep it??

Found on ebay...

This is an awesome 1968 Triumph TR4a. (seller quote)

(Provided by seller) The vehicle has been highly modified from stock condition by a previous owner. Most 
people love it, but some Triumph purists think it looks like the Bride of Frankenstein, or “something Ed-
die Munster would drive.” Hehe, I love it.

It is VERY unique, to say the least, and gets LOTS of attention.

I have driven this car in San Francisco’s Haight Ashbury area almost daily during the time I have owned it, 
and can no longer count the number of conversations I’ve had about it. “Hey, man. Cool car! What is it? A 
WHAT? WOW!” I can honestly say that I have gotten compliments from people from all over the world. 
How many people do you know that have a Triumph TR4a Coupe with a V8 engine?

This vehicle is truly a “one-of a-kind.”

Original inline 4-cyl engine and 4-spd transmission were replaced with a Ford Mustang 302 V8, 4-bbl 
carb and automatic transmission. It flies, it screams. I also recently replaced the original distributor and 
coil with a HEI coil-less electronic ignition distributor. 
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CLASSIFIED ADS CLASSIFIEDS
CARS FOR SALE

FOR SALE: 1973 Spit-6 
Spit-6 everything done: fresh paint, sound 
system, new tires, wheels, custom interior, 
custom front airfoil, TR-6 tranny, GT6 brakes, 
spindles, and new top. Engine: fresh rebuild 
2L/carbs/cooling sys/U-joints/bushings F-R/
etc. Call with any questions. $7,500 OBO.
Bob Arnett, Terre Haute, Indiana 
812-232-4777   razorbobsr@aol.com

FOR SALE: 1977 Spitfire 1500
Owned since 1982.  Never trailered.
Mandrian Red, Code 82, original color
Everything replaced or restored starting in 1998
215K miles, 15K on overhauled engine
Engine overhaul in 2005 includes:
    .020 over flattop pistons from TSI
    High performance road cam from TSI
    Super lifters from PRI
    Lightened flywheel from PRI
    Lightweight, high torque starter from TSI
Overdrive from Atlanta Import Parts
Twin SUs (1 ½’s) with Heat shields; Oil Cooler; 
Early model fan without clutch;4-2-1 Euro-
pean header (ceramic coated); Stock muffler 
(ceramic coated); Sony AM-FM-CD player 
with aux input; Optimus speakers positioned 
between front of seat and car cross-member; 
Oil Pressure gauge in dash; Rear air shocks;
Rear-end is stock 3.89 and overhauled in 2007; 
Bonnet Struts; Powder-coated front rims; 
14 first places in shows located in Ga, Fl, Tn 
SC & NC from 1999-2009; More photos avail-
able by email  $14,500 OBO
Paul Logue, Brooksville, Florida  
352-263-6807   gpaulogue@fastmail.fm

OTHER FOR SALE

Place Classified Ads
Classified Ads are affordable: $10 for up to 40 words, add a 
photo for $10 more. Reach more serious buyers in print.
Submit your add online:
http://www.triumphspitfire.com/ads
By mail:
Send your ad (& Photo) with payment to:
Spitfire Classified Ads
PO Box 30806
Knoxville, TN, USA 37930 
By phone:
Call 865-690-4941
Ads limited to Triumphs & Triumph parts/accessories.

HURRY! Space is limited, first received, first posted!

FOR SALE: 1980 Spitfire 1500
In restoration, has been painted, glass all in, 
new tires, not tried motor yet, does have OD., 
no rust anywhere, do have hardtop. 
$4500./OBO
Ronnie Bass, 
Fayetteville, North Carolina
910-488-6724  

FOR SALE: SCCA National Champion 
1965 – 1978 Dash Plaques

The correct dash plaques for later Spitfires!
Exact duplication of original later year plaques: 
0.03 inch brass, 3.25 by 1.5 inch.
An internet search for “SCCA dash plaque dif-
ferences” compares earlier and later plaques.
Satisfaction guaranteed! $17 each shipped.
Dan Porter, Poquoson, Virginia
757-868-0667  
PorterHouse105@msn.com 

FOR SALE: 1974 Spitfire 1500
Extensive engine and suspension upgrades. 
Interior is excellent. This is a great driver and 
capable of road trips.The parts that are new 
are too many to list here. 76,000 miles. Has 
overdrive and much more. $6500.00 / OBO
Dave Walenius, Disputanta, Virginia
804-640-7125  dsav4dave@aol.com

FOR SALE: 16 ft Flatbed Trailer
Converted horse trailer to low-rider trailer. 
6 ft between fenders. Fold down ramps, 
tandem axles. Marker & taillights. 
5/4 Poplar decking. Need to sell.
More photos available. $400 obo
Howard Baugues, Terre Haute, Indiana  
812-229-0839 howard@triumphspitfire.com

FOR SALE: 1978 Spitfire 1500
Recently painted (orange), NEW: seats, 
carpets, door panels, steering wheel, shocks, 
rotors, front end kit, valve cover, muffler, side 
mirrors, clutch & many parts new and used 
also repair manuals and documentation, 
AS IS $2999
Paul Johnson, Simi Valley, California
805-308-0237   senir2000@gmail.com

CARS FOR SALE

YOUR AD HERE 
Don't miss your opportunity to sell off 
your parts car or parts and turn them into 
CASH. Classified ads reach Triumph en-
thusiasts looking for cars & parts that you 
have to spare. Place your ad today.
www.triumphspitfire.com/ads

CARS FOR SALE

FOR SALE: 1975 Spitfire 1500
Show Ready British Blue with Soft Camel Tan 
Interior.  Softtop, Overdrive Transmission.
Perfect, beautiful show car runs perfectly. Has 
won many awards. Complete restoration re-
cords available. No dents, dings, or rips! Email 
for more photos.
Kimmer Jepson, Grand Junction, Colorado
970-314-7519 or 970-261- 2810 
kchris@bresnan.net

PARTS FOR SALE
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AUTOJUMBLE

Performance Research Industries

1313 DUKE ST. STE. A
SUTHERLIN, OR, USA 97479

Phone  541-459-5442
info@prirace.com
www.prirace.com

Austin Healey
MGA
MGB & MGC
AH Sprite 
& MG Midget
TR2, 3, 4, 4A, 250
TR6
TR7 & TR8
Spitfire & GT6
Sunbeam Alpine 
& Tiger

Free Catalogs
“Keep’em on the Road”™

Order Catalogs & Parts Online at

www.VictoriaBritish.com
PO Box 14991, Lenexa, Kansas 66285-4991

Order Toll Free - All USA & Canada
For Your Convenience - 7 Days A Week

1-800-255-0088

• Quality Parts & Accessories 
• Great Prices
• Easy Ordering 7 Days A Week

Catalogs Available:

OIL LEAKS! 

 

Silicone Valve Cover Gaskets 
Triumph 
 Spitfire/Herald  $13.00 
 TR250/TR6   $15.00 
 TR2 -  4A   $15.00 
 GT6/Vitesse   $15.00 
MG 
 MGA/MGB   $13.00 
 Midget    $12.00 
 

Austin Healey / TVR / Mini and More! 

Use Coupon Code “Spitfire”, Save 10% 

Join us for the Wabash Valley Spit-Together 
in Terre Haute, Indiana; July 23-24-25, 2010 

Celebrating the 10th year of Spitfire & GT6 
specific gatherings. 

Enjoy three days of Hoosier Hospitality 
at the Crossroads of America and the 
1915 birthplace of the Contour Bottle.
Details at: www.wvbscc.org/nass/wvst

or call 812-229-0839



Send us anything about your Spitfire, GT6, Herald, Vitesse and Sports6
info@triumphspitfire.com 

or 
P.O. Box 30806, 

Knoxville, TN USA 37930-0806

Tell us about your car!

See all our other models at:
www.MagnumClean.com 

or call: 1-800-963-4486

Magna Blast features 
built-in water heat-
ing, highly portable 
wheeled frames and 
quality machinery, 
Magnum makes the 
most durable and 
toughest hot-high 
pressure cleaning systems affordable for 
every enthusiast.
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Get it Magnum Clean!

And try our package deals to get ads on TriumphSpitfire.com, one 
of the highest Triumph traffic sites on the web! 

Reach an international Triumph enthusiast...
Advertise in the Spitfire & GT6 Magazine Autojumble!

call: 
1-865-690-4941
email to:
johng@triumphspitfire.com

mail to:
Spitfire & GT6 Magazine
P.O. Box 30806
Knoxville, TN USA 37930

Tee-Shirts

Small, Medium, 
Large,  X-Large, 

XX-Large
$15 each

Price includes US shipping

Digital Back Issues on CD

www.triumphspitfire.com 
or    800-487-3333 

Back issues 1-12, or 13-24, including many out 
of print, are available on CD's in PDF™ format.

 
$1995 each CD

AUTOJUMBLE





P.O. Box 30806 • Knoxville, TN 37930

25 Years of Customer Service —          
                     Your Triumph Parts Specialist

www.BPNorthwest.com       SEE OUR FULL LINE OF PRODUCTS
AND ORDER ONLINE

British Parts
Northwest
4105 SE Lafayette Hwy.
Dayton, Oregon 97114
Phone: 503-864-2001 | Fax: 503-864-2081

"Big Enough to Serve,

Small Enough to Care

about your British Car."

GIFT CERTIFICATES 
NOW AVAILABLE

We also provide parts for:
Jaguar ● MG
Austin-Healey
Fast, courteous,
prompt service!

*Prices subject to change*

FEATURED PARTS
HEAVY DUTY REAR LEAF SPRING

                               SPITFIRE 71-80
Heavy duty 6 leaf spring. Spring bushings installed. 
Extra leaf will give stock ride height.
Part #159640HD
Our Price $193.23

HIGH PERFORMANCE ELECTRONIC 
ADJUSTABLE DISTRIBUTOR 
High Performance Electronic Adjustable advance 
45D4 distributor for Spitfire 75-80. Adjustable 18-30 
degrees advance to suit performance and fuel 
needs. Neg. Ground Cars Only. 36 Month Warranty. 
Part #41427EHP 
Our Price $259.00

We proudly offer products from these fine companies.

DRILLED & SLOTTED SPITFIRE 
BRAKE ROTOR SET
Two drilled & slotted brake rotors. Give 
your car the best braking possible.
Made by TRW in the UK.
Part #815811DR
Our Price $104.74

MONZA EXHAUST SYSTEM 
for 67-80 SPITFIRE
Monza Exhaust System starts at 
firewall & goes back to finish with 
four chrome tips. Great sound with 
nice performance gains.
Part #88-1284
Our Price $331.47


